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EVENTS: 
Mar. 24, 2023 
Tonto Community Concert Association 
presents: Sultans of String 
Starts at 7:00pm - 9:00pm at Longhorn 
Theatre at PHS Auditorium, 301 S McLane Rd. 

Mar. 16, 2023 
Ambrosia @ Mazatzal Hotel & Casino 
Event is open to guests 21+. 
Doors open 6PM, show starts at 7PM 
BIA Rd 101, Payson, AZ 85541 

Mar. 31, 2023 
NIRA COLLEGE RODEO 
Payson Event Center 
Admission $12, Kids $5 Under 2 free 
March 31 starts at 6pm 
1400 S. Beeline Hwy., Payson 

Apr. 1, 2023 
LINCOLN DAY LUNCHEON 
Kari Lake, Eli Crane, & Jeff DeWitt 
Mazatzal Hotel & Casino. 11am-2pm 
11 AM -  Social Hour 12 PM  - Event Begins 
Tickets $75 Purchase at GCRC. 

Apr. 10, 2023 
EGGSRAVAGANZA-EASTER EGG HUNT 
@RUMSEY PARK FIELDS 
400 N McLane Rd., Starts at 9AM - 1PM 

Apr. 9, 2023 
LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS 
by The Longhorn Theatre Company 
Thu & Sat: 7pm - 9pm, Fri: 4pm-6pm 
PHS Auditorium, 301 N McLane Rd 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

EXCLUSIVE!! AZRA Scorecard 2023 PG.3 • Salvation PG.3 • 401 & 402 Explained PG.6 • Grocery Tax PG.7 • Kari Lake at CPAC PG.8
PAYSON, ARIZONA

AN INTERVIEW WITH 
KYLE SERAPHIN 

By Kim Nichols 

Kyle Seraphin is an indefinitely suspended 
FBI Special Agent and USAF Veteran. A 
graduate of the University of Oklahoma, 
Seraphin managed restaurants, sold 
computer technology and radio air time to 
commercial clients, and performed 
financial analysis for a major movie studio 
prior to enlisting at 27 years old. On active 
duty, he graduated from a series of difficult 
training programs including Combat 
Control selection, USAF Combat Dive, and 
Pararescue Indoctrination. Seraphin was 
the Distinguished Graduate of the CCT 
Operator course at Keesler AFB and 
graduated from the joint University of New 
Mexico/USAF Pararescue Paramedic school. 

After separating from the Air Force, 
Seraphin worked on an ambulance as the 
lead paramedic and in a high volume 
Emergency Room in Austin, Texas. 
He attended the FBI Academy at Quantico 
in the summer of 2016 and was assigned 
to the Washington Field office. While in 
Washington DC, Seraphin worked 
Counterintelligence investigations for two 
years before transferring to a specialty 
surveillance team. After 3 years on the 
team, including time as an assistant and 
primary team leader, Seraphin took a 
voluntary transfer to Las Cruces, New 
Mexico to work Criminal cases. 
Kyle Seraphin sat with me for a few 
minutes last week. Seraphin believes 

Kyle Seraphin

continued on page 2
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he was targeted after he refused the COVID 
jab.  When asked about this he said, "On 
September 22, 2021, after Biden's mandate 
for the jab, I gave my list of objections. I'm a 
practicing Catholic, I have pro-life concerns, 
and I knew that I had already had COVID 
while I was on duty.  The FBI knew this, it 
was documented." He had some medical 
concerns as well that he didn't submit to the 
bureau.  Being a paramedic for over a 
decade with the Air Force, not only in 
ambulances but in hospital emergency 
rooms as a paramedic technician, he felt he 
had a pretty good grasp of medical 
information so the answer was, no thank 
you. 
I asked him about the allegations he'd 
made concerning the Attorney General, 
Merrick Garland, lying under oath.  
Seraphin says in October 2021 he had an 
email forwarded to him from a colleague 
that said the FBI was creating a new threat 
tag of "#EDUOFFICIAL" for identifying 
certain types of threats in the FBI system.  
After his colleague investigated further and 
identified this hash tag "#EDUOFFICIAL" 
actually DID target parents at school board 
meetings, he felt he had to blow the whistle 
after the Attorney General testified and 
denied that lawmakers within the DoJ were 
targeting education-activist parents with 
tools reserved for terrorists.  "That started a 
whole cascade of stupidity,” Seraphin said.  
Seraphin went to his local member of 
Congress with the email that indeed was 
widely circulated within the bureau, and 
relayed Garland’s direct orders to use Patriot 
Act counterterrorism tools to target parents 
at school board meetings through this hash 
tag called “#EDUOFFICIAL.” 
Specifically what happened was, while he 
was out shooting on public land, training 
with a hand gun, an officer came up and 
talked to him then drove away.  After that 
incident the FBI suspended him for being 
unprofessional to a police officer.  His 
comments on the interaction were, "So, 
being a transparency guy, I went to the city 
and got the footage from the officer’s body 

cam of the incident and posted it on my 
Rumble Channel under Kyle Seraphin.  You 
can watch it there."  From the footage it is 
clear the policeman drove off the scene and 
said, "10-8, no report."   
That wasn't the whole reason for 
termination. There was another charge that 
he was advertorial to their investigators. 
"Which I was, to be fair." Kyle said. "I'm a 
big 2nd Amendment guy.  A car drove up 
and I was thinking, 'I'm legally here, and 
following all laws.'"  Even though it is true 
the officer asked him to leave and he 
refused.  "I wasn't doing it for me, I was 
doing it for the big picture. I was doing it for 
everyone.  I mean, if I can't do it, no one 
can."  So, the officer politely requested he 
leave and Seraphin, while  standing on 
hundreds of gun casings from people who 
had been shooting in the same place,  
politely responded, "No.  And for that I lost 
my job." 
Advice to everyone when asked, "What can 
we as Americans do?”, he replied, "The first 
thing is a personal one. Everyone has to 
figure out where their line in the sand is.  
Everyone needs to personally identify where 
that line is.  It's at your feet.  Draw it, and 
don't step backwards from that.  People 
should know that they are now on the last 
hill. If you don't know where your line is 
you're going to find yourself in trouble.  This 
is part of a law enforcement saying that, 
'Action always beats reaction.' Be prepared 
for what is coming. Decide where you are." 
He went on to say the 2nd thing to do is to 
get involved locally.  Run for local office on 
your school boards, city or town councils, 
etc.  It's not easy ,it's not fun, and it's not 
Netflix, but it's necessary.  It is unfortunate 
these positions aren’t paid positions, but 
the payoff is that you get to live in a world 
you want to live in. 
I have much respect for Kyle Seraphin who 
has redefined himself from his podcast 
website as, " A Recovering FBI Agent. Civil 
Liberties enthusiast. 2A defender. and 
advocates that Sundays are for God and 
family."  We are so blessed to have him in 

our community.  Please follow Kyle on most 
social media platforms by searching his 
name.  The link to his podcast, The Kyle 
S e r a p h i n S h o w : h t t p s : / /
thekyleseraphinshow.podbean.com. If 
you would like to help Kyle out with his 
fight for our country please consider giving 
to: https://www.givesendgo.com/
KyleSeraphin I can't think of a better 
place to spend your money to support our 
fight against the take over of our country. 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

A Cowboy in Montana 
Three strangers strike up a conversation in 
the airport lounge in Bozeman, Montana , 
awaiting their flights.   One is an American 
Indian, passing thru from Lame Deer. 
Another is a cowboy on his way to Billings 
for a livestock show.   And the third is a 
fundamentalist Arab student from the 
Middle East, newly arrived at Montana State 
University.  
Their discussion drifts to their diverse 
cultures. Soon, the two Westerners learn 
that the Arab is a devout, radical Muslim 
and the conversation falls into an uneasy 
lull.  
The cowboy leans back in his chair, crosses 
his boots on a magazine table and tips his 
big sweat-stained hat forward over his face.  
The wind outside is blowing tumbleweeds 
around and the old windsock is flapping, 
but still no plane comes.  
Finally, the American Indian clears his throat 
and softly speaks. "At one time here, my 
people were many, but sadly, now we are 
few."  
The Muslim student raises an eyebrow and 
leans forward, "Once my people were few," 
he sneers, "and now we are many.   Why do 
you suppose that is?"  
The Montana cowboy shifts his toothpick to 
one side of his mouth, and from the 
darkness beneath his Stetson says in a 
drawl, "That's 'cause we ain't played 
Cowboys and Muslims yet, but I do believe 
it's a comin’.” 

LOCAL NEWS
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WELCOME to the only Legislative 
Scorecard in America compiled and 
distributed in real time. 
The AZRA Scorecard is the only resource 
that specifies in advance which bills are 
being scored so legislators KNOW how 
their upcoming vote will impact their 
ranking before they vote.  
The AZRA Scorecard provides a clear and 
concise ranking of every legislator as they 
vote on legislation that change your life for 
better or worse. Our Scorecard is the 
number one product for America First 
Constitutional Conservatives as they decide 
who to support in the Primary Elections. 
We have provided the criteria we use in 
rating the bills (“How it Works”), and 
comprehensive listing of the bills we have 
rated (“AZ Bill Scoring”) all updated in 
realtime. 
There have been dynamic changes due to 
the addition of legislator votes since the 
Initial Release only two weeks ago (26 Feb. 
2023). This is something that we will 
continue to witness throughout the 
legislative session; especially as you contact 
your legislators with this Scorecard in your 
hands. Stay tuned for each new edition. 
We have provided the full contact 
information (including phone and e-mail 
address) of each legislator, House and 
Senate, on our Home Page (https://
w w w. a z r a a z . o r g ) u n d e r t h e A Z 
Legislature menu. We have invested 
h u n d r e d s o f h o u r s t o p r o v i d e 
documentation you can rely on, now it is 
your time.  
Contact the legislators. Let them know 
how you feel about their voting record and 
that you expect them to vote consistent with 
their campaign promises. Remind them 
they are your representatives and that you 
will hold them accountable throughout the 
2024 Election Cycle. 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

Meet the AZRA Legislative Scorecard
ARIZONA POLITICS
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Part 4 of 7 by Bob Hugeri  

After we have accepted Jesus Christ as our 
Lord and Savior, we are washed clean of all 
of our sins, past, present and future. This 
begins the moment we receive, by faith, 
God’s free offer of forgiveness through the 
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
This salvation we receive will give us power 
over the sins that once enslaved us. Yes, we 
will still sin, but rather than wallowing in it 
like a pig in the slop, like a dog returning to 
the vomit, we will run from it. And when we 
do sin, God will teach us through it, and like 
a loving parent, He will discipline us 
through love. 
The Holy Spirit will live in your heart after 
salvation. He will help you grow in your 
walk and relationship with Jesus. We will 
talk about signs of growth in Part Six. 
According to Peter, our response to salvation 
should include: 
1. Loving other believers 

2. Getting rid of evil desires and 
actions like old clothes 

3. Desiring the Word of God 

The Holy Spirit will give us the power we 
need to respond in these ways and to reject 
our old sinful desires. After salvation, and 
through the Holy Spirit’s help, the Fruits of 
the Spirit will start to manifest in our lives. 
What are the Fruits of the Spirit you ask? 
Galatians 5:22-23 tells us they are Love, Joy, 
Peace, Forbearance, Kindness, Goodness, 
Faithfulness, Gentleness, and Self-Control.  
Let us take a look at each one of these. 
1. Love. 1John 4:8 tells us that Whoever 

does not love does not know God, 
because God is love. Love will always 
seek the welfare of others. As Philippians 
2:3 tells us, love chooses to set aside 

one’s own preferences, desires, and 
needs to put others first. 

2. Joy. John 15:4-11 says that when we 
cling tightly to Jesus, abiding daily in our 
re lat ionship wi th Him, we wi l l 
experience the fullness of Joy that He 
promised. 

3. Peace. After salvation, you will be able 
to bring all of your worries, fears, and 
concerns to God in prayer. When you fill 
your mind with God’s Word and to think 
about the things of God, you will find 
peace. 

4. Patience (Forbearance). This can be 
very difficult in our fast-paced world. 
After salvation, you will have everything 
you need to be patient. The Holy Spirit 
wants us to display His character to 
others. You will find yourself being 
patient during the most t rying 
circumstances. 

5. Kindness. This will be reflected in the 
way you treat others and goes hand in 
hand with patience and goodness.  

6. Goodness. You will find, after your 
salvation, that you will want to show a 
goodness and generosity to everyone 
you meet. You posses the integrity that 
the world so longs for. 

7. Faithfulness. Salvation and a life 
following Christ will bring reliability as 
well as trustworthiness. We will be 
faithful to others. We will also be faithful 
to our Savior through abiding in His 
word as well as obedience. Our in 
dwelling Holy Spirit, once again, gives us 
this ability. 

8. Gentleness. Philippians 4:5 tells us to 
let our gentleness be evident to all. 
Gentleness and humility are very similar. 
Many in our secular world see these as 
weaknesses. God sees them as strengths 

and really that is all that matters. 
Gentleness helps bring about unity 
within the body of all believers in 

Jesus Christ. 
9. Self-Control. Once again, salvation 

brings us the Holy Spirit who gives us 
the power to resist sin and temptations 
and to say no to our fleshly desires. Self-
control also helps us grow closer in our 
relationship with our Lord and Savior, 
Jesus Christ. 

One of the things we all have, is a past, a 
“who we were before salvation” story. And if 
we are born again believers in Jesus Christ, 
we will have a “who we are after salvation” 
story. 
1 Peter 3:15 tells us to always be ready in 
case someone asks you why you believe the 
way you do. “Our Story” is this reason. Many,  
many people have come out of addiction, 
homelessness, imprisonment, and much 
worse through the healing power of Jesus 
Christ and have literally become Sons and 
Daughters of God. 
After salvation, we will have not only the 
blessing of a personal relationship with the 
Creator of the Universe (and everything in 
it), we will also have the hope and 
assurance that we will be spending eternity 
in a mansion that Jesus Christ has prepared 
just for us for all of eternity. 
We must remember, we all will still sin, but 
when we do, we must turn from it, run from 
it, and avoid it. This is called repenting. We 
will get into this in Part Six. 
But first, next time we will discover what are 
our next steps after our salvation through 
Jesus Christ.        ★ ★ ★ ★ 

SALVATION

Who Am I After Salvation Through Jesus Christ?
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By Angela (Taylor) Godac 
TALK OF THE PEOPLE 
I'm titling this the Talk of the People and I 
hope it speaks to more than just me 
because, believe me, I AM talking to myself 
as I'm writing this. 
In this day and age, when everything is so 
fragmented and emotions are being 
strained and drained, the last thing we 
need to be doing is adding to that division 
by letting our egos get in the way and 
talking degradingly about people, when 
now, more than ever, we need to be drawn 
together in the bonds of love and overlook 
other’s failings and differences. Let’s face it, 
if everyone around us were just like us, 
wouldn’t it be a BORING world? You really 
have to admit that it would. I once heard a 
pastor on Christian radio saying that God 
sometimes puts jerks in our lives to expose 
the jerk in us! Wow! We need to think 
about that sometimes when we do have 
people that just rub us the wrong way. And 
yes, there are those people that truly can 
just rub us and everyone else the wrong 
way,  as they can be arrogant, know-it-alls, 
and just “perfect” in every way. We are to 
pray for them and maybe push ourselves to 
draw near to them. After all, they could be 
like that because they have been shunned 
in life, and like a child, even negative 
attention is sometimes better than no 
attention at all. Childhood, or even 
relationship dynamics are ingrained in our 
psyche and can cause people to express 
themselves or react in ways that are 
questionable or even abrasive to others. We 
should not just cast them off or talk 

negatively about them (hey, Angela, we 
should not even be talking about them!). 
Are we perfect? No. Are we better than 
they? Chances are, that answer is no. So 
how can we justify our actions of talking 
about others, which, is really called gossip? 
Sorry, but we cannot. 
In asking Google (argh), about “gossip” I 
came across an interesting article, mainly, a 
phrase from that article, that says, "Thus far, 
research has, for example, shown that 
people were motivated to engage in gossip 
to bond with their group members, to 
entertain themselves, to exchange 
information, to vent emotions, and to 
maintain social order.” Been there, done 
that!  [6].  
In Jesus' day (and now?), tax collectors 
were looked down upon greatly. Jesus 
knew that Matthew was a despised tax 
collector, and no doubt, the gossip flowed 
freely about Matthew and he was shunned, 
but did Jesus take the wide circle around 
him and avoid him or talk behind his back? 
No way! Jesus called Matthew to join Him 
and Matthew became one of the beloved 
twelve apostles.  
Now, lets “talk about" Judas. Jesus knew 
Judas, who was one of the twelve, was 
going to betray Him long before that 
betrayal took place. No doubt, Jesus prayed 
for a change of heart in Judas, but Satan 
had his talons deep in Judas' heart. For 
about 3 years, Judas was involved in 
ministry with Jesus, all the while having a 
scheming mind and stealing from the 
treasury they accumulated in their travels. 
Jesus knew this, knew Judas' heart, and 
still loved him! All that to say, what right do 
we have to cast people aside, belittle them 
or talk behind their backs? We need to be 
more like Jesus, the Defender and Lover of 
our souls, and less like Satan, the Accuser 
and liar, who is roaming about the earth 
like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may 
devour…scary! 1 Peter 5:8 
We are to humble ourselves in the sight of 
the Lord and we shall be lifted up as it says 
in James 4:10. Humility is looked down 
upon today as a weakness, I believe, and as 

I said in the beginning of this dissertation, 
egos have gotten in the way and taken over 
to cause division…united we stand, 
divided we fall (are we falling, or rising?). 
We can see that in pretty much every aspect 
of life. Organizations, political parties, and 
even relationships suffer because of strong 
egos that can’t seem to work together. Do 
we believe that Jesus is happy with us 
when we talk behind each other’s backs, or 
when we try to build ourselves up to others 
to be better than our subjects of 
“conversation” (gossip!)? I think you can 
answer that question for yourself.   
Proverbs 11:2 “When pride comes, then 
comes disgrace, but with humility comes 
wisdom.” Proverbs 16:5 “The LORD detests 
all the proud of heart. Be sure of this: They 
will not go unpunished.”  
I truly did not mean for this to come off 
“preachy", but maybe the Lord intended it 
to be so. Not my will, but Yours, Lord. 
Let me leave you with this: Let’s strive 
harder (and HARDER) every day to love our 
fellow man/woman, with the love of Jesus. 
Lord knows, we need to love more, forgive 
more, be more compassionate, and not be 
desensitized to these things. Quick story 
and then I’m finished….My husband used 
to get road rage in the valley like so many 
people do, but he also would get it here in 
Payson! It used to bother me and I would 
say, “Maybe that person who is ahead of 
you has been in a terrible accident and 
maybe this is their first, second, or third or 
more trip back out in a vehicle and they are 
being extra, extra careful and nervous after 
a very traumatic event.” We never know 
what people are going through and it is not 
up to us to judge them and think they 
should act this way or that way. Always give 
others the benefit of the doubt, in spite of 
their quirks. Once in a while some of “those 
others" wi l l , unfortunately, prove 
themselves to be a truly bad apple, but 
often, others, whom you may have heard 
someone talking bad about may prove to 
be good people. I speak from experience!  
DONE, and God bless!  ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Talk of the People
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PROPOSITION 401 
PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION 
OFFICIAL TITLE:   AMENDING TITLE XV: 
LAND USAGE; OF THE TOWN CODE OF 
PAYSON ARIZONA TO REQUIRE DIRECT 
ELECTION BY QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THE 
TOWN FOR ANY LONG TERM LEASE 
A G R E E M E N T E X C L U D I N G I N T E R -
GOVERNMENT, WATER DEPARTMENT AND 
AIRPORT COMMISSION LEASES. 
DESCRIPTIVE TITLE:  “TRANSPARENCY IN 
PAYSON LEASE TERM PROVISIONS” WILL 
REQUIRE A DIRECT VOTE FOR ANY “LEASE 
AGREEMENT” OF TOWN REAL PROPERTY, 
ORIGINATING OR RENEWAL, BE SUBJECT 
TO A DIRECT VOTE TO ENACT AND OR 
AUTHORIZE. 
A “YES” vote  shall have the effect of 
requiring a direct vote for any “Lease 
Agreement” of Town real property, 
originating or renewal, with a stated, or 
extended, period, of more than three 
years, excluding inter-governmental 
agreements, excluding Water Department 
agreements, excluding utility and 
communication providers, and excluding 
Airport Commission agreements, be 
subject to a direct vote of approval for any 
“Lease,” requiring a Town vote to enact and 
or authorize. By adopting this Town Code 
Ordinance, the People of Payson, Arizona 
affirm their desire to prevent the long 
term private use of Town land without 
their direct consent. 
A “NO” vote  shall have the effect of 
retaining existing law, which allows for all 
“Lease Agreements” of Town real property 
as deemed appropriate by the Town 
Council and or Town Staff. 

PROPOSITION 402 
PROPOSED BY INITIATIVE PETITION 
OFFICIAL TITLE:   AMENDING CHAPTER 
35: PURCHASING, OF THE TOWN CODE OF 
PAYSON, ARIZONA TO REQUIRE DIRECT 
ELECTION BY QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THE 
TOWN FOR ANY BOND ISSUANCE, OR 
CONTRACT DEBT, BY THE TOWN SECURED 
IN WHOLE OR PART BY TOWN REVENUE 

WITH A VALUE IN EXCESS OF ONE MILLION 
DOLLARS ($1,000,000.00). 
DESCRIPTIVE TITLE:  “TRANSPARENCY IN 
PAYSON DEBT OBLIGATION ORDINANCE” 
WILL REQUIRE A DIRECT VOTE FOR ANY 
B O N D I S S U A N C E T H A T H A S A 
“COMBINATION” AND OR “DOUBLE 
BARREL” FEATURE IN THE INDENTURE 
AGREEMENT, OR ELSEWHERE, BE TREATED 
AS A “GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND” AND 
BE SUBJECT TO A DIRECT VOTE TO ENACT 
AND OR FUND. 
A “YES” vote  shall have the effect of 
requiring a direct vote for any Contract / 
Lease Debt incurred by the Town with an 
original amount of one million dollars 
($1,000,000.00) or greater requiring a 
direct vote to enact and or fund. Any 
Revenue Bond for Financing or Debt that 
has a “Combination” and or “Double 
Barrel” feature in the indenture 
agreement, or elsewhere in the Bond 
terms, shall be treated as a General 
Obligation Bond, requiring a vote of the 
Qualified Electors to enact and or fund. For 
the purpose of this Ordinance FINANCING 
or DEBT shall be defined as any debt, 
bond, note, loan, inter-fund loan, fund 
transfer, or other debt service obligation 
used to finance the development or 
expansion of a capital facility or lease of a 
facility. 
A “NO” vote  shall have the effect of 
retaining existing law, which allows for all 
forms of debt, excluding General 
Obligation Bonds, as deemed appropriate 
by the Town Council and or Town Staff. 
A Brief Description of 
Prop. 401 & 402 
By Paul Frommelt 
Misinformation and false claims have 
spread in Payson over the past five years 
regarding Propositions 401 and 402.  
Sadly, it appears many members of our 
Town government and writers for the 
Roundup have never taken five minutes to 
read these documents, which the citizens 
of Payson approved in August 2018 by 
60%.  They should.  Perhaps then they may 

understand why they are crucial in 
protecting our Town's working-class 
taxpayers, and Payson's way of life.  Below 
are simple arguments favoring these 
propositions,   which are now part of the 
town code and ordinance. 
Proposition 401 requires a vote of the 
Citizens before entering into a long-term 
lease agreement on the publicly owned 
property of three years or longer.   The 
Town Code was modified to require a 
public vote for any lease of Town real 
property, such as parks, activity centers, or 
other properties.     The Proposition has 
speci f ic exemptions for ut i l i t ies , 
telecommunications, intergovernmental 
lease agreements, water department, and 
a i r p o r t c o m m i s s i o n l e a s e 
agreements.                   
The public lands owned by the Town are 
owned for the use of all the Citizens of 
Payson: Not for the exclusive use or 
benefit of a few by exploiting Town assets 
by private entities, with little to no 
oversight potential.   Proposition 401 does 
NOT preclude long-term leases, stifle 
growth, or impede development.   It 
simply requires that the matter be placed 
before the Citizens on any project that 
impacts Town land via a long-term lease 
agreement. 
The Citizens of Payson collectively know 
and can intelligently control the best and 
highest use of public lands.   Proposition 
401 established that the Citizens held this 
decision process exclusively and modified 
Town Code to honor that right. 
Proposition 402 provided Citizen 
overs ight by requir ing complete 
information on source funding for Payson 
debt obligations.   Traditionally, a 'General 
Obligation' bond would be subject to the 
will of the voters.   Hybrid finance 
agreements or creative debt,' which 
include 'Combination' or 'Double Barrel' 
bonds, and long-term lease agreements, 
are being used by governments to 
circumvent voters' input as they require 
no direct Citizen vote.            

Page 6
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Proposition 402 prevented using such 
financial instruments, at the local level, 
without a direct vote of the Citizens who 
are ultimately responsible for the debt.  
Proposit ion 402 provided greater 
transparency in the financial details of local 
government debt.                    
Town Code was modified to ensure this 
right to protect Citizen's input on the 
expenditure of tax dollars, and to require a 
direct vote for any form of 'debt' incurred 
by the Town that is backed by your tax 
dollars when the debt exceeds one million 
($1,000,000.00) dollars.   The Proposition 
does NOT prevent fully funded debt, such 
as 'Revenue Bonds,' being issued. 
The Town has even argued that the people 
never had the legal right to place the 
propositions on the ballot.   However, the 
State of Arizona Constitution says 
otherwise.  Article 4, section 1.  (2) states, in 
part: 
“Initiative power.  The first of these reserved 
powers is the initiative.   Under this power, 
ten percent of the qualified electors shall 
have the right to propose any* measure, 
and fifteen percent shall have the right to 
propose any* amendment to the 
constitution."  
*Emphasis added 
Fiscal responsibility is the key to long-term 
growth and development.   The Citizens of 
Payson, as taxpayers, are best able to 
authorize expenditures or impose fiscal 
control.   Proposition 402 established that 
the Citizens hold the decision-making 
process exclusively on matters of long-term 
debt. 
One must ask, "Why are our Town Council 
and Town Manager so intent on 
circumventing these voter-approved 
ordinances?"   It appears simple.   It takes 
the tax and spending power from their 
hands and empowers the citizens of 
Payson.   They don't like that!  
Perhaps i t 's past t ime our Town 
government stopped fighting the people 
they are supposed to represent and work 
FOR (we) the people, not AGAINST them! 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

Part of Kari Lake’s 
Speech at CPAC in 
Maryland—

Submitted by Angela Godac 

“They may think that they won, but, I know 
they're feeling the heat, they’re, they’re  
actually, we’ve got them in the frying pan 
and right now, this is true, and I’m going to 
tell you why. I can't believe this actually 
happened and I wasn't sure if I was going 
to share it here at CPAC. I wonder if the fake 
news will even cover this.  
“Something happened to me this week 
before I left for CPAC and it shows just how 
desperate these people are to stop me and 
to silence you. I decided to share this, it’s a 
little bit controversial but I’m going to put 
this out. Somebody showed up at my door 
this week. They called me before and said, 
‘I gotta talk to you in person. This can’t be 
done over the phone’, which is always 
kinda like, uh-oh, what’s that gonna be 
about. They came to my door and they tried 
to bribe me out of getting out of politics. 
This really happened. I'm telling you this 
because this is how disgusting politics is. A 
mom who runs for office and they’re afraid 
of me? They tried to bribe me with a job 
title, with a huge salary, a position on a 
board. This is how they do it. And I said, ‘Are 
you kidding me? I walked away from a big 
job and a big salary, I’m not motivated by 
that stuff guys. I’m not.’  
“So, this person standing before me was  

sent at the request of some 
powerful people back East. They 
want me out of politics. Oh, wait 
a minute…I thought they 
already stopped us! Why are 
they so afraid? I thought they 
already stopped our movement 
(shouting and applause from 
the audience). Well, I don’t 
know, I don’t know what the 

future holds, I don’t know, I’m just on God’s 
time right now. And when I said ‘no' to this 
person, they didn’t take no for an answer. 
They said, ‘Well, what will it take? What is 
your price, how do we keep you out? Name 
your price.’ This really happened this week. 
‘Name your price. All we’re asking for you 
to do, is to get out of politics for two years.’  
“Okay, CPAC, I gotta ask you, do you think I 
should sit out for two years? (Audience
—'NO!’ Should we put our movement on ice 
for two years? (Audience—'NO!’) I didn’t 
think so. Or should we double down and 
stay in this? Double down! I’m going to be 
honest, at that very moment, I wanted to sic 
my dog on him. (Laughter) But I have a Pug 
and it wasn’t going to happen. So I said, 
‘You let your handlers back east know that I 
can’t name a price because there is no price 
that I would sell out my country for. Not a 
million dollars, not $10,000,000, not a 
$100,000,000.’ (someone in the audience, 
‘We love you, Kari!!’). I love you right back.  
“But I tell you, this tells me that they do not 
want my name on a ballot again. And I 
have a message, I’m not going anywhere. 
I’m not going anywhere. And so, that got 
me very fired up. I was packing for CPAC 
and this happened and I’m like, Im so fired 
up, and then after this weekend at CPAC, 
CPAC has a way of firing up us again, 
right?” 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★  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by Nina Grabiel 
Grocery Tax bill, Senate Bill 1063 [3], 
passed the Senate and now moves to the 
House for a vote! 
The bill amends Section 42-6015 [4] of 
Arizona Revised Statutes relating to 
Municipal Transaction Privilege taxes, and 
eliminates the grocery tax in Arizona. 
Doesn’t it sound strange to have a tax on 
groceries?  Don’t we all need food to 
survive? Even without the ideals of Life, 
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness or 
“equal under the law" this country was 
founded on, what does your gut tell you 
about paying a tax to your government for 
the “privilege” of buying food to survive? A 
bit presumptuous, and insulting, isn’t it? 
Rising food costs are felt most by low-
income shoppers. As food costs go up due 
to inflation and food supply chain 
disruptions, so does the amount of grocery 
tax paid for the same items go up. So a tax 
o n g r o c e r i e s a f f e c t s l o w - i n c o m e 
households far more than it does those 
with an annual salary that is more than our 
former governor’s!  
So how is it “equal under the law” when a 
“privilege" tax, imposed on survival needs, 
places far more of a burden on the poor 
than on the rich? It takes more out of the 
budget of someone living on $237 from 
Social Security each month than it does out 
of someone making $200,000./year. Yet it 
is the ones raking in more of taxpayer’s 
money that are crying the loudest against 
the tax cut! 
At the Town of Payson’s recent Budget 
meeting held March 7, raising property 
taxes was proposed, but not one word 
about the Town of Payson making any cuts 

in anything was spoken. So they want to 
tighten our belts without our vote, yet 
apparently, tightening their own belt isn’t 
on the Town's radar. In fact, while the Town 
is crying “broke”, they’re hiring 3 new 
positions! So what does that tell you? 
The Best statement I’ve come across made 
by a politician regarding the grocery tax is 
by Arizona Senate President Warren 
Petersen (R): 
“Their arguments have basically been we 
need to take care of government. I wasn’t 
elected to take care of government. I was 
elected to take care of citizens and take care 
of people.” 
So far, this is how the vote has gone down: 
Senate vote in favor: all 16 Republican 
senators voted in favor; 0 Democrat 
senators voted for it. 
As a matter of record, the local chapter of 
the Libertarian Party, the party that follows 
the U.S. Constitution and the founding 
principles of our nation more than any 
other, strongly urges repeal of the grocery 
tax. 
My take on the grocery tax? If the State of 
Arizona doesn’t repeal it, The People 
should push to repeal it at the local level. I 
consider it an insulting, heinous tax that 
every red-blooded American should be 
against. 
The bill has moved to the House, and if it 
passes, goes on to Governor Katie Hobbs 
for her signature. She does have the power 
to veto it, so public input is important right 
now. 
This is an important issue, as it not only 
determines the fate of the grocery tax, and 
if passed, city and town budgets until they 

get readjusted, it also determines the 
quality of the relationship between local 
government and The People. For indeed, 
who ever heard of the servant taxing the 
owner to survive? If The People can’t 
control whether or not their own survival 
and existence is taxed locally, then what 
can they control? 
To take a cue from Jesus when He was 
talking about the Sabbath: 
The Law was made for man, not man for 
the Law. 
It’s time to make your voices heard. Contact 
your State Representative and let them 
know how you want them to vote on 
grocery tax bill AZ HB2061: 
David L. Cook (R) (State Representative, 
District 7) 
    DCook@azleg.gov 
    (602) 926-5162 
    House of Representatives 
    1700 West Washington, Room 313 
    Phoenix, AZ  85007 
   David Marshall (R) (State Representative,     
 District 7) 
     DMarshall@azleg.gov 
    (602) 926-3579 
    House of Representatives 
    1700 West Washington, Room 316 
    Phoenix, AZ  85007 
    Governor Katie Hobbs (D) 
    (602) 542 4331 Phoenix 
    (520) 628 6580 Tucson 
    engage@AZ.gov 
    State Capitol 
    1700 W. Washington St. 
    Phoenix, AZ  85007 
If you want to contact other members of 
the Arizona State Legislature: 
https://www.azleg.gov/
memberroster/ 

★ ★ ★ ★ 
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March 3, 2023  - By Jeromy Ford 

My heart could not be stirred more after 
watching The Jesus Revolution. There was 
a scene where Pastor Chuck was filled with 
doubt about his calling and to say his 
right or wrong decisions along the way. In 
the scene, Kay Smith (Pastor Chuck’s wife), 
says to him, “Don't be so arrogant to think 
God can’t work through your failures!” 
Time seemed to stand still as I embraced 
those words in my life also.  
The concept of failure is one that is often 
feared, avoided, or even despised in 
today's society. We are taught to strive for 
success, to achieve our goals, and to avoid 
any setbacks or missteps along the way. 
However, what we often fail to recognize is 
that failure can be a valuable opportunity 
for growth, learning, and even for divine 
intervention.  
In Christianity, it is believed, and I believe, 
that God can work through our failures to 
guide us towards a more fulfilling path. 
This concept is rooted in the belief that 
failure is not necessarily a negative thing, 
but rather a necessary part of the human 
experience. Through our failures, we can 

learn important lessons, shape our 
character, and ultimately become the best 
version of ourselves.  
However, there is a certain arrogance in 
b e l i e v i n g t h a t o u r f a i l u r e s a r e 
meaningless or insignificant, or that they 
cannot be used for a greater purpose. This 
mindset often leads to a fear of failure, a 
lack of resilience, and a reluctance to take 
risks or try new things. It is only when we 
embrace our failures and recognize their 
potential value that we can truly grow and 
develop as individuals.   
Many examples of this concept can be 
found in the Bible, where many of the 
greatest biblical figures experienced 
failure before achieving success. The 
greatest example of this is, The Cross.  
Jesus' death on the cross was initially seen 
as a failure by his followers, but it 
ultimately led to his resurrection and the 
salvation of humanity. In this example, 
failure was not the end of the story, but 
rather a necessary step in the path towards 
success and ultimately God’s Plan of 
Salvation.  

From Samson to Paul there are many 
stories of God using men’s failures to 
make know his work and his grace. 
Whether it was to defeat the Philistines or 
to pen the Epistles, God has always used 
man’s shortcomings, man’s weakness, and 
ultimately our failures to make known his 
strength and his grace through our 
weakest moments.  
The concept of failure is not limited to 
religious or spiritual beliefs, however. In 
psychology, the concept of "failing 
forward" has gained popularity in recent 
years. This concept emphasizes the 
importance of learning from our failures 
and using them as a stepping stone 
towards success. By reframing failure as an 
opportunity for growth and learning, we 
can overcome the fear of failure and 
develop resilience and perseverance in 
the face of challenges.  
In conclusion, the statement, "Don't be so 
arrogant to think God can't work through 
your failures”, carries a powerful message 
that applies not only to Christianity, but to 
all aspects of life. Failure is not something 
to be feared or avoided, but rather 
embraced as a necessary part of the 
human experience. By recognizing the 
potential value of our failures and trusting 
in God and sometimes ourselves, to learn 
and grow, we can overcome the obstacles 
that stand in our way and allow Gods 
Grace to choose the debased things of this 
world to confound not only our wisdom 
but the wisdom of others so God can 
glorify himself.  

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Faith through Failures  
Don't be so arrogant to think God can’t work through your failures 
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How Government 
Screws Stuff Up  
by Andy McKinney 
Futurist author Peter Ziehan describes the 
statist government and its failings in 
Argentina in this way---"One of Peronism's 
most pernicious impacts is its subsidization 
of basic goods.   Lower prices for food and 
electricity encourage the population to use 
more than they would normally.   At first, 
the government has to pay for the 
difference, but once the government runs 
out of money and maxes out its ability to 
borrow, the cost is passed on to producers.  
Faced with government price caps that are 
below the cost of production, most 
producers do what comes naturally: they 
stop producing.   The result is massive state 
debt, huge distortions in supply and 
demand, endemic corruption, resource 
mismanagement on an epic scale, a 
collapse of the productive sector, and 
g o o d s s h o r t a g e s i n p re tt y m u c h 
everything." 
We can always count on Argentina to 
provide examples of what not to do.   But I 
don't think the Democrat party and its 
leaders are paying attention.  A subsidy of a 
college education by the government 
encourages non-viable students to take out 
loans that they must repay, even if they do 
not graduate.   About 40% of college 
freshmen fail to graduate, but the debts do 
not disappear with the student dropping 
out of school.   Furthermore, it encourages 
viable students to get degrees in subjects 
that might interest them but have no 
application in the real world.  We constantly 
hear of students graduating with a 
hundred thousand dollars of student debt 
and a degree in twelfth-century French 
woman's poetry.   That is a specialty of such 
precision as to have no commercial utility. 
  The indebted student cannot repay the 
student loan because there is no way to 
earn a living with a degree in 12th-century 
poetry.   The Democrats' solution is for 
working people to pay for the mistakes in 
judgment by students interested in non-
productive majors.   
I think this is just as pernicious an error as 
anything the inventive Argentines have 
come up with.

 ★ ★ ★ ★ 

Horses 
By Barb Buntin 
There is no finer feeling than being on the 
back of a horse. It is God-like….really.  The 
horse is such a powerful and magnificent 
animal. And to have that force of nature in 
your hands, in your control is special. What 
is even better is to have the experience of a 
horse trainer extraordinaire. I had some 
friends who knew I liked horses and I had 
the opportunity, for a brief time, to work 
with Glenn Randall. He had trained the Red 
Pony, Roy Rogers’ horse, Trigger, the 
buckskin in West World with Yul Brenner, 
the white stallion in Ben Hur. Glenn, and 
his son Corky, trained The Black Stallion 
and taught Mr.Ed to talk.  This guy could 
take a horse apart, put it back together and 
spit out what he didn’t need.  At the time 
he was providing horses for the western 
movie makers that came to the Old Tucson 
Movie Set. 
He was also training a liberty act for the 
Circus Vargas. A liberty act was about 10 or 
so horses that are not ridden but trained to 
worked on their own. He did that in about 2 
months. 
 The most exciting to ride was the West 
World buckskin. This horse had been 
trained in dressage and what a joy to ride. 
The neat thing is that Glenn would ask and 
keep getting. Ask and get and ask and get. 

Even the cutting horse trainer I knew didn’t 
get as much in a single session. 
The Black Stallion movie was out at that 
time and he had a black stallion not “the” 
black Stallion there. He had trained him to 
attack. So he had me stand  in a pen, gave 
it the signal to attack. He came running  
with ears back, tail up. Glenn put up his 
hand and that horse just walked off. OMG! 
Glenn had mentioned at one time that the 
reason he was in Tucson was he needed to 
get out of California for awhile. Beats me 
why.  Anyhow he got the Liberty act all 
trained for the circus and was on his way. 
Don’t know what happened to the gig at 
Old Tucson. ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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Submitted by Darlene S. Younker 
1. Arizona has 3,928 mountain peaks and 
summits, more mountains than any one of 
the other Mountain States (Colorado, Idaho, 
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and 
Wyoming). 
2. All New England, plus the state of 
Pennsylvania would fit inside Arizona. 
3. Arizona became the 48th state and last of 
the contiguous states on February 14, 
1912. 
4. Arizona's disparate climate 
can yield both the highest 
temperature across the nation 
and the lowest temperature 
across the nation in the 
same day. 
5. There are more wilderness areas 
in Arizona than in the entire Midwest. 
Arizona alone has 90 wilderness areas, 
while the Midwest has 50. 
6. Arizona has 26 peaks that are more than 
10,000 feet in elevation. 
7. Arizona has the largest contiguous stand 
of Ponderosa pines in the world stretching 
from near Flagstaff along the Mogollon 
Rim to the White Mountains region. 
8. Yuma, Arizona is the country's highest 
producer of winter vegetables, especially 
lettuce. 
9. Arizona is the 6th largest state in the 
nation, covering 113,909 square miles. 
10. Out of all the states in the U.S., Arizona 
has the largest percentage of its land 
designated as Indian lands. 
11. The Five C's of Arizona's economy are: 
Cattle, Copper, Citrus, Cotton, and Climate. 
12. More copper is mined in Arizona than 
all the other states combined, and the 
Morenci Mine is the largest copper 
producer in all of North America. 
13. Clark Gable and Carole Lombard, two of 
the most prominent movie stars of 

Hollywood's Golden Age, were married on 
March 18, 1939, in Kingman, Arizona. 
14. Covering 18,608 sq. miles, Coconino 
County is the second largest county by land 
area in the 48 contiguous United States. 
15. The world's largest solar telescope is 
located at Kitt Peak National Observatory in 
Sells, Arizona.. 
16. Bisbee, Arizona is known as the Queen 
of the Copper Mines because during its 
mining heyday it produced nearly 25 
percent of the world's copper and was the 
largest city in the Southwest between Saint 

Louis and San Francisco. 
17. Billy the Kid killed his first man, 
Windy Cahill, in Bonita, Arizona. 

18. Arizona grows enough cotton 
each year to make more than one pair 
of jeans for every person in the United 
States. 

19. Famous labor leader and activist 
Cesar Chavez was born in Yuma. 

20. In 1912, President William Howard Taft 
was ready to make Arizona a state on 
February 12, but it was Lincoln's birthday. 
The next day, the 13th, was considered bad 
luck so they waited until the following day. 
That's how Arizona became known as the 
Valentine State. 
21. When England's famous London Bridge 
was replaced in the 1960s, the original was 
purchased, dismantled, shipped stone by 
stone and reconstructed in Lake Havasu 
City, Arizona, where it still stands today. 
22. Mount Lemmon, in the Santa Catalina 
Mountains, is the southernmost ski resort 
in the United States. 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
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2023 PLUMBER OF THE 
YEAR AWARDS 
 - finalists... 

How does this even get past the 
planning phase? 
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HAPPY 
EASTER
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FOOTNOTES/LINKS: 
1. https://

thekyleseraphinshow.podbean.com 

2. https://www.givesendgo.com/
KyleSeraphin 

3. https://www.azleg.gov/legtext/56leg/
1R/bills/SB1063P.pdf 

4. https://www.azfamily.com/2023/03/01/
arizona-senate-advances-bill-eliminating-
food-tax-now-heads-house/ 

5. https://www.frontiersin.org/research-
topics/7666/why-people-gossip-and-what-
it-brings-about-motives-for-and-
consequences-of-informal-evaluative-
information-
exchange#:~:text=But%20why%20do%2
0people%20gossip,and%20to%20maintai
n%20social%20order 

   ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

ADVERTISEMENTS/LINKS

The Payson News wa s 
created in 2019 by a group of 
conservative christian citizens in 
Payson who demand the TRUTH 
be told. We feel we must bring 
our community together and 
understand the events that are 
unfolding with a christian world 
view standing strong with both 
our feet planted firmly in reality 
and the sword of TRUTH in our 
hands. We agree that news 
outlets have a responsibility to 
their communities to keep the 
people informed and safe. We 
take this responsibility seriously 
and feel to misinform the public 
is wrong. What is written today 
is our history tomorrow. It was 
with these principals in mind that 
the Payson News was born. 
We check the facts, and make it 
easy to rely on our information 
by providing l inks to real 
documentation you can check 
for yourselves. Freedom isn’t 
free.  Be brave enough to seek 
truth, and stand up for what you 
know is right. We are in a 
spiritual war: Good/Truth vs. 
Evil/Lies. Please subscribe for 
FREE by sending an email to: 
news@thepaysonnews.com 
If you’d like to submit a story, 
photos, promote events or your 
business send an email to: 
news@thepaysonnews.com
All we ask is that you help our 
efforts by printing out a few 
copies of this .pdf file and give 
t h e m t o f r i e n d s , f a m i l y , 
neighbors, and co-workers to get 
the word out. God Bless. ★ 

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER 
THE POWER IS IN YOU! 

ThankYou!
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